ANYTIME

YOGA CENTRE

Specialists in bespoke lighting solutions

serve as counters for seated users of the

ALEX SCHULZ

BEIRUT, LEBANON
.PSLAB, CBA GROUP

from .PSLAB studio collaborated with

centre. A few long-stem fixtures were added

architectural firm CBA Group to define the

to the overall scheme to ensure sufficient

For this project (right), Swiss designer Alex

different functional areas in a yoga centre in

light for reading. The double-curved design

Schulz crossbred a wardrobe with a floor lamp to

Beirut. For a library that occupies a small and

echoes the vaulted ceiling of the library, and

create a multifunctional spatial solution, while

narrow space, the team proposed a wall-

the warm light and neat, rounded geometry

reducing the use of materials. The result is a

mounted design, in which lighting fixtures

help create a quiet, relaxed ambience.

lightweight clothing rack, which incorporates

with exposed bulbs were combined with

LEDs and is protected by a foldable perforated

storage elements. The fixtures are aligned on

envelope that doubles up as a giant lampshade.

two levels, so that the lower shelves would

SPYDER
DAAST

Andrew Southwood-Jones and Alexander Kashin
of Daast developed Spyder (left) for their own
studio, which needed a mobile, easy-to-manage
lighting system. A light bulb is fitted with flexible
magnetic legs so it can be attached to various
surfaces in different positions, and the parts
connected with rubberized sheaths to create
flexible joints and house magnets.

032 __ ACTIVATION

STEREO KITCHEN

Lighting engineers .PSLAB teamed up with

element in switching between ‘restaurant’

BEIRUT, LEBANON
.PSLAB, PAUL KALOUSTIAN

architect Paul Kaloustian for the design

and ‘nightclub’ modes. This was achieved

of this venue, which hosts fine dining on

through demountable V-shaped modules

weekdays and clubbing at the weekends.

in perforated steel, which cover the ceiling

Located on top of an office building in

and house the equipment. Recessed lighting

Beirut, the space consists of a circular,

fixtures were distributed in the ceiling

open-plan glass pavilion surrounded by a

according to the varying functions of the

360° panoramic terrace. To maintain the

venue. The triangular sections of the modules

unobstructed views, lighting, climate control

and the light filtering through the reflective

and sound systems were incorporated

perforated surfaces enrich and visually

into the ceiling, which became the key

lighten the concrete slab of the ceiling.

034 __ ACTIVATION

ELECTRIC
PARIS, FRANCE
MATHIEU LEHANNEUR, ANA MOUSSINET

Clusters of sound and lighting equipment
are suspended from the ceiling in this day
and night venue designed by Mathieu Lehanneur,
together with architect Ana Moussinet.
Spotlights appear to ‘grow’ off the crowns
of giant ‘trees’, whose massive trunks
are, in fact, plaits of electric cabling.

186 __ INTENSITY

THE JANE

The design for the interior of The Jane, a

divinity of the chapel interior’. A total of 150

ANTWERP, BELGIUM
PIET BOON, .PSLAB

restaurant located in the chapel of a former

metal rods, topped by LED bulbs, bristle in

military hospital, is a collaboration between

all directions, filling the vaulted void

lighting experts from Beirut-based .PSLAB

above the dining area and visible from

and architect Piet Boon. The focus of the

the restaurant and the upper-level bar.

lighting scheme is the dramatic 800 kg

Suspended 2.8 m (9 ft) above the floor, the

(1,764 lbs), 12 × 9 m (39 × 30 ft) chandelier,

chandelier defines a space that is highly

designed to ‘contribute to the ambient

impactful as well as intimate.

